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NEW BUILD - Luxtreme LXT 43 Reborn

Listing ID - 3721 

Description Luxtreme LXT 43 Reborn

Date
Launched

Built to Order

Location Turkey or Greece

Broker Clive Bennett
clive.bennett@seaboatsbrokers.com
+64 27 494 9799

Price EUR 5.5m

REFIT / TRANSFORMATION OF SUPERYACHT LA FAMILIA INTO A LUXTREME MEGA YACHT WITH CAVALLI CONCEPT
 
The 37 mt. Super Yacht La Familia was built in 2001 in Italy. The new Owner has outstanding but challenging
requests. To extend the yacht to 43 Mt.! Naval Yachts engineers and naval architects are ready for this enormous
challenge.
 
The Re�t of Project Cavalli will take 13 months and there are big changes in exterior areas like building a pool in the
bow area after extension, new jacuzzi, new bars and sitting areas on the �ybridge, new crew areas, touch ups and
repairs of the interior furniture and structures, a totally new window arrangement and a complete overhauling of the
engine room and repainting the yacht completely.
 
Ready…Go…Can we transform your pride and joy into something unique?
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The details of all vessels are offered in good faith but we cannot guarantee or warrant the accuracy of this
information nor warrant the condition of the vessel. Any buyer should instruct their agents, or their surveyors,
to investigate such details as the buyer desires validated. This vessel is offered subject to sale, price change,
location or withdrawal without notice.
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